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Gentlemen:

Enclosed is the Annual Operating Report for Plant Hatch Unit 1, Docket
Number 50-321, and for Plant Hatch Unit 2, Docket Number 50-366. This
report is submitted in accordance with the requirements of Technical
Specifications sections 6.9.1.4 and 6.9.1.5.

If you have any questions in this regard, please call this office.

Sincerely.

- d. '

W. G. Hairston

JKB/cr

Enclosure:
Annual Operating Report for Plant Hatch Units 1 and 2

c: (See next page.)
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INTRODUCTION

The Edwin 1. Hatch Nuclear Plant is a two unit facility located
approximately 11 miles north of Baxley, Georgia on U.S Highway 1. The
plant consists of two light water reactors licensed to operate at a
power level of 2436 MWt each. The maximutii dependable capacities for
1990 were 753 net MWe for Unit 1 and 766 not MWe for Unit 2. General
Electric Company furnished the boiling water reactor, the nuclear steam
supply system. the turbine, and the generator for both units. The
plant was designed by Southern Company Services, Inc., with assistance
provided by Bechtel Power Corporation. The condenser cooling method
employs induced-draft cooling towers and circulating water systems with
normal makeup supplies drawn from the Altamaha River.

The plant is a co-owned f acility with ownership delegated as follows:

Georgia Power Company 50.1%
Oglethorpe Electric Membership Corporation 30.0%
Municipal Electrical Authority of Georgia 17.7%
City of Dalton, Georgia 2.2%

Licensing information for the units is as follows:

UniL1 Unit 2

Docket Number 50 321 50-366
License issued 08/06/74 06/13/78

(DPR-57) (NPF-5)
Initial Criticality 09/12/74 07/04/78
Initial Synchronization 11/11/74 09/22/78
Commercial Operation 12/31/75 09/05/79

Georgia Power Company has sole responsibility for overall planning,
design, construction, operation, maintenance, and disposal of the Hatch
Nuclear Plant.

1
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SAFETY RELIEF VALVE CHALLENGES FOR 1990

Unit 1

No Challenges

Unit 2

D113 Valves Actuated

01/12/90 2B21-F013A,B,0,E,F,G,H
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DESIGN CHANGE REQUESTS AND TEST OR EXPERIMENT-REQUESTS

Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.59, the following is a brief description and
summary. of the safety evaluation for each change made to safety-related-

- -

systems and-components, and each test or experiment performed during
1990. - The safety evaluation summaries address the three criteria used
to- determine whether a proposed change, test, or experiment involves an
unreviewed safety question, i.e.:

1. If - the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident lor
malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in
the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) may- be increased.

2. If the possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type
than any previously evaluated in the FSAR may be created.

3. If the margin of safety as defined in the Bases of any Technical
Specification is reduced.

3
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UNIT-1 DESIGN CHANGE REQUESTS

78-068 . Provide- improved cooling to the Low Pressure Coolant Injection
(LPCI) System's inverter room.

1. Installation of redundant safety-grade coolers ensures a.

. proper environment -for the inverters. The safety-grade
coclers and associated piping are seismically designed with-
Class 1E wiring and controls. Automatic isolation of service
water. to the nonsafety grade, nonseismic room cooler is

'
provided in case of a pipe break in this portion of. the
system.

2. - This modification introduces no new modes of failure.

3. The margin of' safety as- defined in the Technical
Specifications-is unaffected.

79-475 Provide post accident sampling capability for the reactor coolant ,

-Rev 1 and the primary containment atmosphere for compliance with NUREG
0578.

1. .The sample lines connected to the reactor and the primary
containment are designed in accordance with Safety Guide 11,
thereby. satisfying 10 .CFR 50, Appendix A, General Design
Criterion (GDC) 56. Isolation valves capable of automatic
operation maintain. coistainment integrity during normal
reactor operation and under accident conditions.;

2. The sample lines connected to the reactor and the containment
atmosphere meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix- A,

:GDC 56.
.

3. The new isolation valves will be maintained consistent with
the other primary containment iselation-valves (PCIVs).

81-058 Install, modify, or delete pipe sLpports per IE Bulletin 79 014
Rev.2 design requirements.- (Revision 2 incorporates all 79-014 work for-

,
Unit l'.)

|
'

l. This modification reduces the actual stresses associated-with
-safety-related system piping and pipe supports to meet FSAR
commitments.

-2. This modification introduces no new modes of failure.
!
'

3. . This modification increases the margin of safety as defined
in the Bases of the applicable Technical Specifications.

L
1
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81-174 Provide transient monitoring equipment / instrumentation capable of
recording system parameters and responses during startup for the
High Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI) and Reactor Core Isolation
Cooling (RCIC) Systems.

1. The installation of performance monitoring equipment
increases the reliability and availability of the affected
systems by minimizing and improving troubleshooting and
maintenance operations. This equipment is provided for
system monitoring only and does not impact the operation of
the affected systems or their controls.

2. The function of the existing control circuits is not changed
and the new design meets the applicable requirements of IEEE
279 and IEEE 308.

3. Implementation of this modification requires compliance with
applicable Technical Specifications due to system operability
requirements when the affected systems are declared
inoperable for performance of this modification.

82-014 Replace the thermocouple on the reactor vessel bottom head drain,

1. The thermocouple provides only temperature indication and no
control function. Operation of the Reactor Water Cleanup
(RWCU) System is not affected.

2. No change to system operating or response functions results
,om this modification. No new modes of failure are

introduced.

3. This modification does not change any control functions;
therefore, system operation, desigh basic analyses, and the
unit Technical Specifications are unaffected.

82-173 Repiae tne GE CR2820 time delay relays in the Residual Heat
Rev 1 Removal (RHR) System with Struthers-Dun 236 series solid-state

relays, as recommended by GE Service Information Letter 230,
Revision 2.

1. The working logic of the system important to safety is not
changed by this modification.

2. The replacement relays are functionally identical to the
existing relays; therefore, no new modes of failure are
introduced.

3. The replacement relays are more reliable than the existing
relays, thereby enhancing proper system operation.

5
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85-048 ' Repl ace the Leeds & Northrup Temperature Recorder on the Control
Rod Drive (CRD) System with a new recorder, since the recorder is
in ocor: condition, has high maintenance requirements, and
replacesent parts are no longer available.

1. The temperature recorder does not perform any safety-related
functions; therefore, its postulated failure does not create
an unsafe plant condition.

2. The temperature recorder is not safety related and does not
impact safety related systems; therefore, no new modes of
failure are introduced.

3. There is no margin of safety specified in the Bases of any
Technical Specifications for the measurement of the CRD
System's hydraulic drive water temperature.

85 115 Replace the existing Traversing incore Probe (TIP) System with.a
new and improved TIP System.

1. The overall operation of the TIP System is not safety related
in that the function of the replacement drive mechanism, the
indexer mechanism, and the control unit does not affect any
systems which directly possess the potential to bring about a

.lsolation of the primary
of(DBA).

design basis accident
the system's ball valve .or shearcontainment by means

valve to prevent the release of radioactive material
resulting from a DBA-is unaffected.

2. The operational relationship of the replacement equipment
with other pieces of equipment in the system does not possess
the- potential- to cause the ball valve or shear valve to
simultaneously malfunction. Ball valve _ operation is
dependent on the operation of the drive mechanism and the
control unit for isolating primary containment when the
detector is inserted into the core. The shear valve is
independent of all other system equipment and provides a
backup method for isolating the primary containment. In the
event the ball valve, -drive mechanism, or control unit
-malfunction, and the detector is - inserted into the_ core,
primary containment isolation is-achievable by means of the

-shear. valve. All equipment is seismically mounted _to ensure
nearby equipment is not adversely affected.

3. Automatic initiation of the primary containment isolation
function of the system's ball valves is unaffected by this
modification; therefore, the margin of safety is not reduced.

6
|
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86-097 Remove temporary instrumentation inst'alled on- the main steam
isolation valves .(MSIVs) for monitoring stem vibration. J

1. The strain gauges that _were attached to-:the exposed part of
the valve stem were located so no interference occurred with
normal closure:-of the MSIVs. ' Test data' demonstrated the
welds- used for attachment had an insignificant effect on the
integrity of;the' valve stem.

2. - The removal of this modification introduces no new modes of
operatton or failure.

3. This modification does not affect the Bases of any Technical-
Specification,'' '

86-208: Provide isolation._ capability for the Plant Service Water (PSW)
System ; to: allow'the performance of maintenance on one division,

-while the other division remains in service.

1. The replacement valves are considered an upgrade _-in both:
design : and operation, and serve the'same function as the
original-valves.-

2. This modification does not alter the. operation or ability of.-

the.PSESystem to perform its. safety function. Since the new
valves - are heavier than the original valves, seismic / stress
analyses ensure no new modes.of-failure are introduced.

3. Implementation _ of this modification requires a unit- outage
and compliance with. the applicable - Technical-Specifications

ystem operability ~ requirements. The result = is -due _to s
enhanced system availability through improved divisional 1

isolation' capability.
4

15-492 Replace the Grinnell hydraulic snubbers on'the-Reactor Recircula-
iRev 1- ; tion System (RRS) with Lisega hydraulic-snubbers.

-1. The new snubbers. function in .the same manner and exhibit-
similar; performance characteristics as the original' snubbers.
'Their: installation does not impact the; operation -or= seismic
qualification of the RRS.

2. _The Lisegas snubbers; are. a -like replacement for the Grinnell
snubbers and do not affect system performance or_ operation.
The installation of the Lisega snubbers reduces the amount of*

snubber. maintenance and provides greater availability of.

replacement components.

| 3. Performing the modification during a unit outage ensures the
niargin of-safety is not reduced.

i;
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87-007 Replace the HPCI System's turbine steam inlet and exhaust drain
" pot level switches with thermal actuated level-switches.

1, The original level switches have been replaced by
' current design level switches having the same operational

capability as the original level switches. _The-new conduits
added to the Reactor Building are supported by new and
existing supports designed as Seismic Category I structures,

2. The new switches perform the same function of annunciation
and opening the bynss valve as the original switches. Upon
loss of power to tie electronics, the switches move to the
alarm condition,

3, Operation of these level switches is not addressed in the
Technical Specifications and is not critical to HPCI System
operation,

87-009 Replace the RCIC System turbine steam inlet and exhaust drain pot
level switches with thermal-actuated level switches.

l. . The original level switches have been replaced _ by
current-design level switches having the same operational-
capability as the original switches. The new conduits added
to the Reactor Building are supported by new and existing
supports designed as Seismic Category I structures,

.2- The- new switches perform the-same function of annunciation
and opening the bypass valve as the original switches. Upon
loss of power to the electronics, the switches move -to the
alarm condition,

3, _ Operation .of these level switches is not addressed in the
Technical Specifications and is not critical to RCIC System
operation,

.

1
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87-146 Install a temporary Hydrogen ' Water Chemistry (HWC) System to
Rev 1 minimize _intergranular stress corrosion cracking (ISCC) in the RRS

piping. Analyze the effect of long term hydrogen injection.

1. Fuel inspection and operating experience at sites using HWC
show no detrimental effects on fuel and core operation, with
the possible exception of an increase if cladding corrosion.
The additional cladding. corrosion does not violate any
assumptions relative to- fuel material properties and
performance in analyses of transients and DBAs. The low
amounts of injected hydrogen do not pose a concern with
hydrogen embrittlement of the fuel clad or the structural
materials- in the affected systems.- Hydrogen injection does
increase the area radiation levels and dose rates. The use
of current plant radiation control practices ensures
10 CFR 20 limits are not exceeded. Increased radiation also
requires increasing the setpoints on the Main Steam Line
Radiation Monitors. These setpoints mitigate the
consequences of a Control Rod Drop Accident (CRDA) which is
applicable at < 20-percent power. This does not lead to any
safety concern, since the HWC System is operated only when
power levels exceed 30 percent.

Requi,ements are in: place to increase the setpoints within 24
hours of initiating hydrogen injection and decrease them
within 24 hours after termination. The slight increase in
offgas flow is well within RRS design canteity. The
possibility of hydrogen concentration in the Offgas System
exceeding _5 percent, while injection is in progress, is
minimized by the oxygen injection prior to the recombiner.
Oxygen flow is manually , adjusted to maintain a 21-percent
oxygen concentration downstream of the recombiner. The
system provides automatic isolation of hydrogen should the
oxygen concentration fall below Lpercent, and a system alarm
should oxygen concentration exceed 30 percent.

2. The installation of hydrogen and oxygen storage tanks and'the
associated transfer system poses no safety-related concerns,
because they are designed in accordance with the appropriate
codes- and . standards, and constructed :in accordance with
acceptable industry practices. All storage and gas handling-
equipment is located in areas. where hydrogen- and
oxygen-assisted fires cannot impact the operation of
safety-related equipment.

3. The storage of hydrogen and oxygen on site does not affect
the operation of systems required by the Technical
Specifications. Changing the Main Steam Line Radiation
Monitors setpoints is required due to the carryover of
Nitrogen 16. The only DBA which takes credit for these
setpoints is the CRDA, which is applicable at < 20-percent
power. Termination of hydrogen injection is required when
reactor power level decreases below 30 percent.

9
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BLR1 Install a fill tube with a dipstick on the cooling unit for the

Rev 1 Main Control Room Environmental Control System (MCRECS) to verify
the integrity of the loop seal on the drain line.

1. The adoition of the fill pipc does not affect the function or
operation of the loop seal. Since there is a redundant air
handling unit, one unit may be removed from service while the
modification is impicmented witheit affecting MCRECS
availability. Periodic surveillances of the loop seal verify
the fill pipe is open. This arrangement decreases the
probability the drain loop seals will dry out and allow
unfiltered air to enter the MCR.

?. This modification does not alter the function or operation of
the HCRECS and is seismically qualified.

3. Implementation of this modification does not affect MCRECS
availability. The mar in of safety is not reduced since all
new piping is seismical y qualified.

OfL-012 Change the scale on the Standby Gas Treatment System (SGTS) dis.
Rev 1 charge flow recorder from 0- 8000 to 0 - 6250 scfm, thereby

making the scale on the recorder consistent with the scale on the
transmitter.

1. The discharge flow recording loop is not safety related, and
the scale range of the recorder is not addressed in the fSAR.
This modification involves an internal change to the recorder
that does not alter weight, physical arrangement, mounting,
or system operation.

2. System function and the function of the flow-measuring loop,
are unaffected, and the replacement scale meets the SGTS
design requirements.

3. The SGTS discharge flow recording loop is not addressed in
the Technical Specifications; therefore, the margin of safety
is nut reduced.

10
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SS-UQ Remove the Rod korth Minimizer (RWM) and Rod Sequence Control

Systeminstall (RSCS)functions from the plant process computer and
tqe NUMAC RWH as a stand alone system having the ability

to perforre rod sequence control and control rod scram time testing
fur.rtions .

1. The NUMAC RWM provides rod pattern control consistent with
nuclear design criteria for the process computer-based
system. Using the system to psrform scram time and shutdown
margin testing conforms to the FSAR requirements. Equipment
reliability is improved, because a more reliable device
having self-diagnostic capabilities replaced an
almost obsolete device.

2. The new equipment ooes not pose the possibility of an
accident or failure mode different from the previous
equipment, since it meets the design requirements of the
previous equipment.

3. The margin of safety for the CRDA is defined in terms of the
peak fuel enthalpy resulting from an excursion. This is
controlled by the magnitude of the initiating reactivity
insertion, which is restricted by the rod pattern controls
imposed by the WM, Because the rod patterns allowed by the
new system are unchanged, the margin of safety is unaffected.

S0-ng Restore any equipment and structures, which must be removed to
support the required 10 year motor maintenaxe activities on the
RHR and Core Spray (CS) Systems, to original design or equivalent.
Modifications may include, but are not limited to, the addition of
pad eyes, junction boxes, supports, or other modificaticns deemed
necessary during reinstallation.

1. Equipment and structures interfering with 10-year motor
maintenance activities will be restored, to the extent
possible, to the original design of the affected systems.

2. Prior to removing any interference, detaile1 documents were
developed to ensure proper restoration durit$ reinstallation.
Functional testing and nondestructive examinations followir
rastoration ensure all functional, operat .onal, structural,
and design integrity is maintained. Analyses of the
additional equipment ensure system criteria are fully nt.

3. The design, functional, and operational requirements of the
affected motors and systems are maintained by this
modification. The Technical Specifications are unaffected.

!

|
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gg-thi Replace the existing Velan gate and globe valves, which are 2 in.
Rev 1 and smaller, with Yogt gate and globe valves of equivalent

pressure rating, material, and nuclear class, since Velan no
longer manufactures these valves.

1. The replacement valves are equivalent to the original valves
and meet the same specifications. This modification does not
impact the function or operation of the affected system.

2. Replacing these valves with equivalent valves does not alter
the function of the affected systems.

3. The margin of safety is maintained, since the replacement
valves meet the same specifications as tbc original valves.

68-269 Place two pipe supports between the Containment Atmosphere Control
System inboard and outboard PCIVs to fac)'! tate maintenance on the
valves during outage conditions.

1. The supports are designed to temporarily hold the pipe in
place while maintenance is being performed on the inboard and
outboard PCIVs. The supports are not attached to the system
during normal operation. The design of the supports assures,
during normal operation and accident conditions, the piping
does not contact the supports, and use of these supports
during outages does not degrade the piping and associated
PCIVs.

2. These supports are designed to Seismic Category I criteria
and are not attached to the system during system operation.
Therefore, there is no interaction during a design basis
seismic event.

3. The installation of these supports for use during system
maintenance has no effect on the operability of the
Containment Atmosphere Control System, because the supports
are not attached to the system during normal plant operation.

12
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BjLglQ Replace the cooling coils in the existing Drywell Cooling System>

Rev 2 units and add isolation valves to the associated PSW piping to
improve the Local Leak Rate Testing (LLRT) capabilities of the
affected PCIVs.

;

1. The drywell coolers are not safety related; however, the
coils are part of the PSW closed-loop boundary inside the
primary containment. The coils are seismically qualified to
ensure the structural integrity of the pressure boundary. !
The availability and performance of the PSW System during a
design basis accident are not affected.

1

2. Seismic analysis of the new piping configuration assures the l
affected primary containment pressure boundary is maintained 1

and no new modes of failure are introduced. I'

3. Although a containment isolation valve is being moved
upstream in the piping, the leak rate limits specified in the
Technical Specifications will remain unchanged. The
availability of the PSW System during normal and accident
conditions is not affected. The surveillance requirements
for the PSW water pumps and the PCIVs are also unaffected.

88 294 Replace the existing overcurrent trip devices in the 600 V
switchgear with solid state trip devices to improve selective
coordination and reduce maintenence.

1. The new device improves selective coordination between the
switchgear and associated downstream equipment, in additioni

to providing more accurate and reliable protection against
overcurrent faults.

2. This modification does not alter the function or operation of
the affected equipment and re sults in no che,nge to system
logic.

3. Because no change is being made to system operation,
function, or coordination, safety margins are riot reduced.

!

,

,
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11-U5 - Replace the existing isolation check valve for the Standby Liquid
Control System (SLCS) to improve the valve's reliability.

1. The design requirements of the replacement valve meet or- exceed
those of the existing valve; thus, the design of the SLCS is not
degraded by this modification.

2. The pipe stress analysis performed on the system and the
replacement valve's seismic qualification were reviewed, and it
was determined the original system design requirements were met.

3. The leakage rates specified in the Technical Specifications
remain unchanged. '

Al-RZ Install seismic supports for the local junction boxes to the
solenoid valves controlling the air operators on the HPCI Systemy

L drain to the condenser and the RHR System cooler for the "A" pump.

1. The design meets the requirements set forth in the FSAR. No
system logic cr function is altered by this modification.'

2. No system logic or function is altered by this modification.
The design meets Seismic Category I criteria. The new

.,

tsupports enhance the seismic performance of the affected.

components.

3. The addition of junction box supports ooes not adversely
affect the operability of any equipment required .by the
Technical Specifications.

'

AR-MZ Modify the control' switches and control panels for the diesel
generators (DGs) to comply with the guidelines for control room
design set forth in NUREG 0700.

1. This modification allows personnel to manually control' and
monitor the operation of the DGs. The original design and
operability requirements are not affected.

L 2. This modification corrects identified Human Engineering
Discrepancies (HEDs) and provides enhanced -manual operation
of the DGs during accident conditions. This modificatica was
reviewed, and it was -determined applicable -seismic
qualifications will- not be affected.

3. . This modification was performed on one DC at a time and was
governed. by system operability requirements as specified in
the Technical Specifications. The operability of the -DGs
remains unchanged.

F
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M H2 Install a breaker and cable, sufficient to comply with design
criteria, in the 600 V/P08 V Motor Control Center (MCC) for the
PSW System 'B" strainer motor.

1. Replacing the starter breaker with a larger-size breaker l
provides coordinated selective protection for the motor
circuit and ensures reliable operation of the affected motor.
The replacement breaker meets the same requirements as the
original breaker.

2. Replacing the breaker does not increase the probability of
Istrainer failure. The strainer was not expected to clog

during the short time the strainer motor was out of service
for implementation of this modification. The redundant PSW
division was available in case the strainer had clogged.

3. One division can adequately supply the required
safety related loads during implementation of this change.

88_-363 Replace the existing Offgas Post Treatment Radiation Monitors with
current-design rcdiation monitors.

1. The affected monitors are not safety related. No credit is
taken for the operation of these monitors in the prevention
or mitigation of accident conditions.

2. System function will remain unchanged. A seismic hazard
analysis precludes the introduction of new hazards.

3. The new monitors perform the same functions and meet the
operability requirements of the original monitors. The
offgas line is isolated to preclude any undetected release of
radioactive gases during implementation of this change.
Implementation activities are governed by the requirements of
the applicable Technical Specifications. Compliance assures
the Bases of the Technical Specifications are not affected.

89 001 Correct identified HEDs by grouping the refueling floor
ventilation control switches and placing the offgas pretreat
chamber purgo switch beside the offgas pretreat radiation
recorder. This modification makes the panel identical to the
associated panel on Unit 2.

1. This modification is a physical location change only. There

| are no changes to the function, control logic, or operation
i of any component.

2. This change does not alter equipment important to safety and
does not change system operation or response :haracteristics.

3. No functional changes are made by this modification. The
Bases of the Technical Specifications are unaffected,

i
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Sh092 Relocate the Residual Heat Removal Service Water System (RHRSW)
Rev. I pressure indicators'to comply with human factors gJidelines.

1. The indicators perform the same nonsafety-related function as
before. System operation and response characteristics will
remain unchanged.

2. The subjectindicatorsdo not perform any safety function.
'

;

The relocation of the ine'icators allows the operator to
monitor and contral the system from a single location.

3. The instruments affected by this modification are not
required by the Technical Specifications. There is no change
to the functional aspects of the system.

)

89-003 -Relocate. the control switches, indicating lights, and flow
indicators of. the Feedwater System to make the affected panel
layout identical to Unit 2. 1

i

1. This modification does not change the operation or response
characteristics of the system.

2. This modification will improve operator response ability,
since the orientation and appearance of system controls are -|identical to Unit 2.

4

3. There- is no change to -any operational or response i

characteristics of the -affected system. Therefore, this
modification does not affect the Bases of the Technical
Specifications. !

!

89-007 Regroup the= controis- of the Primary Containment Inerting and !Purging System to make Unit 1 identical to Unit 2. '

l. This modification is a physicai charge only and involves no j
chnge to the function, operation,- or control logic of the
afweted equipment.

2. There is no change to system operation or response
characteristics. An evaluation was performed to verify the
seismic integrity of the affected panels.

3. This modification does not impact.the Bases of applicable-
Technical Specifications, because equipment function and

-operability are unaffected.

I
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89 008 Arrange the controls on the Analysis, Ventilation and Leak Detec-
Rev 1 tion Panel so components are grouped logically by function and

system.

1. This modification relocates various control switches and
indicating lights. There is no change to the function,
control logic, or operation of any component.

2. This modification makes no change to the operation or
response of the affected components and systems. The seismic
integrity of the panel is not adversely impacted.

3. This modification makes no functional changes to plant
equipment.

89-018 Replace the RRS seal flow check valves with current-aesign,
nuclear grade valves, since the present manufacturer no longer
produces nuclear grade components.

1. Replacing the subject valves with like replacements does not
reduce the availability of water to the pump seals. The
replacement valves meet- or exceed original dt. sign
requirements.

2. The replacement valves meet the service requirements
specified for the original valves. Loss of seal water does
not result in an accident different from one previously
evaluated.

3. The LLRT requirements are not affected by this modification.

89-039 Rearrange the components on the Turbine and Balance of-Plant Panel
to provide grouping by function and system.

1. This modification relocates various control switches and
indicating lights. There is no change to the function,
control logic, or operation of any component.

2. This modification makes no change to the operation or
response of the affected components and systems. The seisuic
integrity of the panel is not adversely impacted.

3. No functional changes are made to plant equipment.

|
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09 041 Enhance labeling and demarcation lines for the Analog Transmitter
Rev 1 Trip System (ATTS) panels in the MCR.

1. This modification makes no change to the function, logic, or
operation of any components.

2. No new failure modes are introduced, since the change is only
a component labeling replacement to improve identification.

3. The labeling of the affected panels is not addressed in the
Technical Specifications. No functional changes and no
safety limits or setpoints are affected.

D _035 Modify the logic for the Plant Heating Expansion Tank low level
alarm so the alarm can be deactivated by means of a bypass switch
when the system is drained.

1. The addition of seismic supports for conduit and a switch box
does not affect equipment important to safety. The addition
of a bypass circuit for annunciation control affects the
plant hot water heating system which is not safety related.

2. The additional conduit is supported by seismic supports. The
bypass circuit does not interface with safety equipment.

3. This modification meets the requirements of NUREG 0700 and
eliminates a nuisance alarm in the Main Control Room (MCR),

Mf.0.M Remove and replace c'1y equipment and structures necessary to sup-
Rev 2 port the required 10 year maintenance of RRS pumps and motors,

including motor replacement, if necessary. Restore the affected
equipment and structures to original design or equivalent
conditions after completion of required maintenance. This
activity may include, but is not limited to, the addition of eyes
for rigging, junction boxes, supports for the motor rotors, or any
other changes deemed necessary,

1. Restoration of equipment and structures that interfered with
the 10 year motor maintenance duplicates, to the extent
possible, the original design of the affected systems.

2. Prior to removing any interference, detailed documents were
developed to ensure exact replacement during reinstallation,
functional testing and nondestructive examinations following
restoration ensure all functional, operational, structural,
and design integrity i s maintained. Analyses of the
additional equipment ensure system criteria are fully met.

3. This modification does not affect the Bases of applicable
Technical Specifications, since all components meet the
original design specifications.

18
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| El .QM Disconnect the terminal block and perform environmentally
qualified splicos for component wiring in the limit switch'

compartment of the RHR System inboard shutdown rooling suction
valve.

1. The changes to the cable terminations make the affected
circuits more reliat'le. Environmentally qualified splices>

maintain the integrity of the equipment. This modification
does not change the design intent, logic, or functional"

operability and capability of the subject valve.

2. Performance of this modification requires the unit to be in
the shutdown / refueling mode, with the affected valve in the
required (open) position. The seismic oualifications of the

,' valve are not impacted.

3. The Technical Specifications are unaffected by performing
this modification when the unit is in tha shutdown / refueling
mode, with all fuel removed from the vessel and the affected
valve in the required (open) position.

SS .lf.i install Class IE material, connectors, and terminal blocks in
penetrations X100E and X103A.

1. The power terminal blocks in the affected penetrations have
been replaced with envirt mentally qualified splices and do
not adversely impact any system or component. The
replacement terminal blocks and connectors are approximately
the same size and weight, and are environmentally and
seismically qualified. The function and operation of any
system required for safety are unaffected, since the field
cables and penetration wiring are reconnected to the original
circuit points on the new terminal blocks, plug connectors,
or cable tplice, as applicable.

2. The pressure retaining function of the penetratinn does not
change, and all affected systems continue to operate as
designed, since the circuits were reconnected to their
original or equivalent termination points. Therefore,
containment integrity is not affected, and the ability of
affected equipment to perform its safety function is not

i impaired by this modification.

3. The affected penetrations are not addressed in the Technical
Specifications. The equipment required to be operable was
not disabled by de-energizing penetration circuits because

l suitable manual actions ensure the availability of this

! equipment.

|
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B9 082 Allow the Pretreatment/ Flux Tilt Radiation Monitor to be used as a !

backup for- the Protreatment Radiation Monitor. Replace the
monitor with a more current design. j

1. The affected system is not safety related, and its function
and operation are not factors in any accident analysis. The

'affected components- perform no control functions. The '

incorporation of a backup system improves reliability. ]

2.- The function of the affected equipment is to monitor plant
conditions and alert control room personnel of abnormal
operating conditions. There is-no interface with equipment
important to safety.

3. This modification allows an additional nionitor to serve as a
backup for the-Pretreatment Radition Monitor. The applicable
Technical Specifications are not affected.

,

89-083 Replace the original PSW Radiation Monitor with a more
current-design monitor.

.

1. The monitor is not safety related and does not interface with
safety related systems. The monitor provides operators
information regarding the radioactivity of the system
ef fluent.

2. This modification makes no changes to the operation or
response characteristics of the affected system. A seismic
hazards review was conducted to preclude the inclusion of new
hazards.

3.- .This modification enhances the ability to monitor the PSW
- ef fluent through the - use- of more reliable . equipment which
performs the same function and meets the operability
requirements of the original equipment.

89-085 Replace the existing Reactor Building Closed Cooling Water (RBCCW)
Radiation Monitor with a current design monitor. ,

1. The current monitor is not safety related and does not
interface with any safety related systems. 'i ne monitor .

.provides the MCR information regarding the radioactivity of
the RBCCW System.

2. This ' modification makes no changes to- the operation or-
response _ characteristics of the affected system. A seismic.
hazard review was conducted to preclude the inclusion of any
new hazards.

3. The radiation monitoring ability of the RBCCW System is not
addressed in the Technical Specifications.-
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89 089 Upgrde the feeder cables to the Diesel fuel Oil Transfer Pump
Rev 1 Motors.

'1. This modification changes the cable supplying electric power
to the fuel oil transfer pumps to improve voltage regulation '

of the station auxiliary system supplying the transfer pumps.
The routing of the cable adheres to the ap)ropriate !

separation and routing criteria, and does not c1ange the
operation or logic of the transfer pumps or DGs. '

2. Increasing the size of the power cables improves system
reliability and does not change the logic or operation of any'

plant system.

3. No safety limits are affected by this modification. The
transfer pumps -power cable is not addressed in the Technical
Specifications.

89 191 -Install test switches that block the actuation signal to the
,

Alternate Rod Insertion (ARI) System's solenoid valves to allow
system testing while at power. Replace the trip units and modify
the logic for the reactor recirculation pump trip (RPT) to ensure
compliance with 10 CFR 50.62.

1. This modification sa*.is fies the requirement for diversity
-between the Reactor Protection System (RPS) and the ARI
System. Changing in the reactor RPT logic from a
one-out of-two -scheme to _a two-out-of-two scheme on the
receipt of a high reactor pressure or low moderator level
signal minimizes.the potential for inadvertent actuation and

! p' wides the capability to perform _ system maintenance,
testing,- or calibration while at power. -System operability

-

and reliability are enhanced by this modification.

2. Interfaces with safety-related systems continue to utilize
the appropriate isolation devices. The affected
nonsafety-related trip system is electrically independent and
physically separated from the safety related RPS-.

3. The setpoints chosen -for the reactor RPT are the same as
those for the ARI System and are within the trip sottings of
the- applicable _ Technical Specifications. ~ Changing the logic
from a one out of-two trip to a two-out of two tr_lp
requirement- minimizes the possibility of inadvertent
actuation and enhances the ability to maintain the system,

i
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89-135 Decrease the upscale alarm / rod block setpoint of the Intermediate
Range Neutron Monitoring System to allow the operator more time to'

respond before the upscale trip setpoint is reached.

1. Modifying the setpoint is an action in the conservative
'

direction and reduces the likelihood of a scram occurring at
low power levels. The lower setpoint initiates a rod block
sooner than the previous setpoint and requires the operator
to adjust the range on the Intermediate Range Neutron
Monitoring System before the scram setpoint is reached.

2. Lowering the setpoint causes the Reactor anual Control
System (RMCS)to block rod withdrawal sooner and does not
inhibit the reactor being taken from startup to the run mode.

3. Altering this setpoint in the conservative direction reduces
the operating margin but has no effect on the margin of
safety as defined in the Technical Specifications.

89-190 Raise the setpoint of the HPCI- and the RCIC room coolers so the
coolers and.their associated alarms are not activated by normal
room. temperatures. This eliminates an unnecessary alarm in the
MCR.

'
1. This -modification revises the setpoints for the existing,

high-temperature switch so operation of the room coolers can
be correlated with. pump operation. The pump and pump motor
environment remains limited to 148'F for optimum qualified
life and performance during transients.

2. The _ function and onerational requirements of the .affected
systems and room cooiors are not altered by this change. The

~ revised; setpoints which are based on field measurements,
allow the room cooler and alarm. circuit to be activated when !

the associated pump is operating.

3. The high temperature switch setpoint is not addressed in the
Technical Specifications.

,

i
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89 192 Install an orificed bypass test line with a motor operated valve
Rev 1 (without cable termination) for the RCIC System. The remaining

work for the low speed transient bypass line will be completed |
during a future modification. j

1. Modifying the steam admission line improves system i

reliability by reducing transient challenges to the system 1

trip functions on startup. Tests performed on Unit 2
demonstrate system startup performance. Since the electrical
connections will not to be completed until Design Change
10 07? is implemented, the manuai isolation valves in the
bypass line are maintained in the closed position. The
acci h nt analysis for a loss of feedwater is unaffected.

2. The design and components used in this modification meet the
applicable original construction codes and design
requirements. The function of the original design remains
unaffected; only system startup response is affected in that
the system will be more reliable.

3. This modification decreases the startup transient, thereby
effectively eliminating transient challenges to system trip
functions.

Afd16 Enhance the leak tightness of secondary containment by improving
Rev 1 the seal for the seismic qap on the refueling floor.

1. This modification installed a flexible seal and cover over
the seismic gap on the refueling floor between the Unit I and
Unit 2 Reactor Buildings, and added a seal in the seismic gap
around the transfer canal. The new seal improves the present
seal. The flexibility of the seal allows the relative
movement of both units during a seismic event. Failure of
this seal does not initiate or contribute to any postulated
failure or accident described in the FSAR.

2. The design is passive and does not impact any safety related
equipment. The seismic response of the Reactor Building
structures is unaffected since the seal is flexible. The
seal enhances the integrity of the secondary containment
pressure boundary and improves the leak tightness of the
existing seal. There is no interaction between the new and
existing seal which could cause the failure of either.

3. This modification enhances the integrity of the secondary
containment pressure boundary.
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89-237 Replace the cast-iron air release valves on the RHR System and PSW
System pumps with steel air release valves.

1. The replacement valves meet the original design basis and
differ only in the type of construction. The function and
operability of the affected systems are not changed in any
way by this modification.

2. The replacement valves are seismically qualified and
installed in the same manner and have the same function as
the original valves. This modification does not change any
of the electrical or control logic functions of the affected
systems. Therefore, the design, function, and operability of
both systems are maintained.

3. This modification does not impair the operability of any
component in the affected systems. The installation of the
replacement valves requires removing the associated division
of the affected system from service, thereby placing the
plant in an LCO.

89-246 Utilize advanced-design fuel bundles (GE 9) in Cycle 13 and future
cycles.

1. This modification does not involve any changes to the CRD
System and is mechanically compatible with existing
assemblies and fuel handling equipment. The new design
employs identical channels and is similar in weight and mass
distribution to existing fuel assemblies. The new design can
withstand the same limiting mechanical forces and seismic
loadings, and has acceptable thermal-hydraulic performance
throughout the anticipated life. This modification
represents a small change in bundle enrichment relative to
known reload fuel and has acceptable neutronic performance
throughout the anticipated life. Therefore, no reactivity
control problems are introduced. This alteration improves
bundle and total core stability with respect to the existing
fuel assemblies.

2. This modification. involves only small differences in the
mechanical, thermal-hydraulic, and nuclear fuel design
relative to the existing reload bundles.

3. The new bundle design is used in reloads to satisfy shutdown
margin requirements and maintain the conservative Minimum
Critical Power Ratio (MCPR) limit of 1.07 mandated by the
Technical Specifications. The new spacer design provides an
improved margin to the thermal limits. Specific thermal
limits for monitoring the new fuel are included in the Core
Operating Limits Report (COLR).
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89-247 Allow use of General Electric (CE) Duralife 230 Control Rod Blades
in future cycles. >

1. The new blades are mechanically identical to the previous
blades, with the exception of being slightly lighter. The
basic structure in the blade region (i.e., sheath, rod, ,

handle, velocity limiter, rollers, and coupling mechanism) is
the same, with the exception of the optional sheath
attachment method. The new full fusion corner weld i

attachment has been shown by analyses and dynamic testing to
meet all control rod structural requirements when subjected
to worst-case handling, scram, and seismic loading
conditions. The hot-reactivity rod worth of the new blades *

is comparable to that of the previous blades. The thermal ,

limits are not affected by the new blades, since scram speed-
and reactivity are comparable to that of the previous blades.
The co_1d reactivity worth of the new blades is slightly
higher; however, the design basis cold shutdown reactivity
margin is unaffected.

2. The new blades are mechanically ecual to or better than the
original bl ades . The increased thickness and slightly
reduced weight have been shown not to increase the
probability of the rod becoming stuck during withdrawal or

-insertion. The slightly higher worth of the new blades is
bounded by the GE generic CROA analysis, which applies to
Plant Hatch, in the event of an accident.

3. -The safety design basis of the control rods relates to the
assurance core subcriticality is always achievable and
adequate scram reactivity is available to quickly terminate
power excursions so thermal limits are not v_iolated during
postulated operational transients. Because the _slightly
higher cold rod worth of the new blades remains bounded by
the generic analysis, the margin of safety as defined in the
Technical Specifications is unaffected.

89-249 Enhance-the reliability of the air start accumulator check valves
Rev 1. for the emergency DGs by replacing the existing check valves with

soft-seat check valves and providing a means of performing
inservice-inspection leak testing.

i

1. This modification provides testing capabilities without
altering: the design intent or system operation, and meets
Seismic Category I requirements.

2. The capability to leak test the new valves ensures the
affected equipment functions as- designed. The original
system design criteria and function remain unchanged. ,

3. The added testing capability improves system reliability.
The margin of safety is not reduced since system operation
and function remain unchanged.
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_89-252 Ensure replacement fuses located outside the MCR are adetuate for
the intended design function. Standardize, replace, anc upgrade
fuses, as necessary, while centralizing-- fuse design requirements
in a master fuse list.

.

1. The replacement fuses provide the same functions of circuit
protection, coordination, fault protection, inrush current
consideration, and load protection as the original fuses.
Consolidating and standardizing fuse design requirements
enhance the affected system's reliability by ensuring the
operability of circuit and equipment protection functions.

2. Each fuse replacement is evaluated separately, and a fuse
jumper kit is used, as needed, to ensure circuit continuity.
The replacement fuses have no impact on the seismic
qualification of affected equipment, because they are similar
in construction, size, and weight to the original fuses. The
replacement fuses are qualified to applicable Class IE '

requirements, including harsh environments, when required.

3. The replacement fuses provide the same or improved circuit
and equipment protection as the - original fuses. Therefore,
the margin of safety is unaffected-by this modification.

89-273 Provide a piping and valve configuration that allows isolation and
testing of the Instrument Air System accumulator check valves
while the system'is operating.

1. The new piping and valves are designed to the same
requirements as the original installation. The new design

'allows the accumulator inlet check valves to be leak tested
without isolating either the entire instrument air or
nitrogen headers. The pressure boundaries for motivo gas are
maintained in the same manner as before, but with new
components. System leakage requirements remain unchanged.
The capability to leak test the valves with minimal
interruption to other functioning equipment assures-proper
operation.of equipment important to safety.

2. Thel new piping .ano valves meet Seismic Category I ,

trequirements, and the pressure boundaries for motive gas are
maintained as before. This modification was performed with
the- plant in the-refueling mode; therefore, any affected
equipment Important to safety was-in- its failure mode prior
to implementing the - modification. . Since the failure-
positions are the safety-related position, the accident'
analysis in the FSAR was not affected.

3.- .The- Instrument Air System is not addressed in the Technical
Specifications. The containment isolation valves and other
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components serviced by the modified lines function as
originally designed. The added capability to test the check

.'valves increases system reliability and enhances the margin
of safety.

89-279 Modify the logic for the jockey pump inboard and outboard suction
valves, which keep water in the RHR and CS Systems, to ensure the
valves fail open rather than closed.

1. This modification changes the control logic so the suction
path for the jockey pumps is enhanced by fail-open valves.
The availability of the affected systems is also enhanced by
maintaining full discharge lines and assuring proper
operation during an accident.

2. This modification ensures suction flow to the jockey pumps,
thereby increasing their reliability and the reliability of
affected safety systems by maintaining full discharge lines.

3. Since the valves normally remain open and fail open, a water
source for the jockey pumps is assured. The fail-open design
increases the margin of safety.

90-009- Modify the piping-to the MSIV trip switches, which activate on low
condenser vacuum so the "A" and "B" channels are separate and
independent.

.l. This modification improves system reliability by eliminating
a source. of an inadvertent safety system challenge and
subsequent reactor scram. The mode of operation and failure
of the affected switches remain unchanged.

2. :The in-line safety-related _ instruments operate as before.
The logic and failure modes of affected equipment remain
unchanged.

3.- This modification does not change any isolation -logic
described in the Technical Specifications.

90-055- Refurbish the guide ribs for the RHR System outboard injection
valves _using Ste111te-6 or Ste111te 21.

1. _This modification restores _the valve body guide ribs to allow
proper seating of the valve disc. Valve function and'
operability are not affected.

2. This modification restores worn areas of the valve body guide
ribs.and assures correct disc alignment.
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3. The use of Stellite to ensure proper valve disc alignment
does not affect the margin of safety.

&Qf.1 Install a temporary zine injection system to reduce radiation
buildup en reactor coolant piping and components. The system is
required due to the replacement of Admiralty Brass condenser tubes
with titanium tubes. The temporary system will be removed when a
permanent system can be obtained.

1. The operation and applicable safety limits of equipment
important to safety are not affected by the installation of a
temporary zine injection system.

2. The function and operation of the Condensate and feedwater
Systems are not affected by this modification.

3. The niargin of safety as defined in the Technical
Specifications is not reduced, since zinc does not influence
any reactor operating characteristics or variables.

89-073 Perform weld overlays on the crack indications in the reactor
coolant boundary piping.

1. The weld overlay design has been performed in accordance with
all applicable regulatory standards. failure of a new weld
overlay is no more probable than failure of an original weld;
therefore, no FSAR accident analysis is affected FSAR.

2. Failure of a weld after the addition of an overlay has the
same impact as failure of an original weld. The overl ay
serves to improve weld integrity without changing the
original design intent.

3. No safety requirements are introduced or changed by this
modification. Adding weld overlays does not affect the
allowable limits or failure points of a component or system.

90-079 Allow the use of stainless-steel discs for the RHR System outboard
injection valves, because the original carbon-steel discs are no
longer manufactured.

1. The material change is a v a dor-recommended modification.
The new discs meet the applicable design, material, and
construction standards.

2. Valve function and operation remain the same. There is no
change to any interaction with other equipment.

3. No changes to applicable safety limits are introduced.

4
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10-qM Upgrade the hook pins for the Reactor Head Strongback and the
dryer-separator sling assembly per hVREG 0612 to meet ANSI N 14.6
criteria.

1. This modification strengthens the book pins by inserting a
solid metal pin into each hook pin. The design satisfies the
stress guidelines provided in NUREa 0612, Section 5.1.1.(4).

2. Although the lifting devices and hook pins function as
originally designed, a higher factor of safety is provided.
Usage remains unchanged.

3. Hook pins and lifting devices are not addressed in the
Technical Specifications.

10dn Replace the States terminal block in the identified junction box
Rev 1 with environmentally qualified splices to limit loop leakage

current to an acceptable level when exposed to a harsh
environment.

1. This modification changes the type of field connection only.
The safety function of the affected instruments remains
unaffected. The reduction of possible leakage currents that
could occur in a harsh environment ensures the accuracy of
the affected instrument loops.

2. The modified circuits have the same design function and
interfaces as the original design; no changes have been made
to the logic, operation, or control functions of the affected
equipment. The change is consistent with the requirements of
10 CFR 50.49 and reduces the likelihood of failure due _o

leakage currents.

3. No safety limits or setpoints are changed by this
modification. The validity nf the original limits is
maintained by increasing the accuracy of the affected
instrument loops.

10 d M Permanently remove the RRS pipe whip restraint on the "A" loop
suction line just above the 127' elevation grating. The restraint
interferes with the replacement of drywell cooling coils and is
not required to be restored per GE.

1. GE's evaluation of the piping stress showed the restraint to
be in a "no break" area, and removal of the restraint would
not adversely affect the accident analyses.

2. The piping analysis is not affected by removal of the
restrairt.

3. The martin of infety is not affected since the piping
analysis indicated the restraint is not needed.
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90 122 Remove snubbers that are not essential for maintaining Seismic
Category I qualifications from the DG exhaust piping.

1. Removal of the subject snubbers from the DG exhaust piping
was evaluated for dynamic loading and found unnecessary in
regard to meeting Seismic Category I qualifications.

2. Removal of the subject snubbers does not alter the function,
operation, or response of the DGs.

3. The subject snubbers are not addressed in the Technical
Specifications.

19d9 Modify the logic for the emergency DGs to reduce the time delay
from DG start to closure of the output breaker.

1. This modification adjusts the undervoltage relays so the
total time period from the auto-str.rt signal to energization
of the emergency buses is s 12 seconds. This adjustment is
accomplished by changing the time delay of the relay from
7 seconds to < l.1 seconds after the DG has reached its rated
speed and voltage. This modification conforms to FSAR
requirements and ensures the assumptions utilized in the
accident analyses are met.

2. No new equipment is added by this modification. The existing
equipment was evaluated and found capable of operating with
faster energization of the busses.

3. A time limit for the energization of the emergency busses is
currently not addressed in the Technical Specifications.
However, a request for revision to include a total time
period from auto start of the DGs to energization of the
emergency busses s 12 seconds has been submitted. The
addition of this specification is consistent with the
Standard Technical Specifications presented in Generic Letter
84 15,
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10:121 Provide suitable spare motors for the RHRSW and PSW Systems since
the currently installed motors are no longer available.

1. The new motors were evaluated and found to be interchangeable
with the original equipment. The type replacement motor
meets all system criteria and functional requirements. The
components removed to facilitate motor replacement are
reinstalled to the original or equivalent design.

2. This modification does not affect design, functional, or
structural criteria. No changes that could cause the pumps
or motors to fail in an unevaluated manner exist.

3. This modification does not degrade safety functions, since
the systems and interferences continue to meet original
design specifications.
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UNIT 2 DESIGN CHANGE REQUESTS

79-321 Alter the scaling factor on the return flow input to the RWCV
System leak detection summer from 0.8 to 0.67.

1. This modification causes a system trip at lower leakage
rates.

2. This modification makes no hardware change; only the trip
setpoint is lowered.

3. Safety margins are increased due to the lower setpoint.

19-476 Provide post accident sampling capability for the reactor coolant
Rev 1 and the primary containment atmosphere for compliance with NUREG

0578.

1. The sample lines connected to the reactor and the primary
containment are designed in accordance with Safety Guide 11,
thereby satisfying the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A,
GDC 56. Isolation valves capable of automatic operation
maintain containment integrity during normal reactor
operation and under accident conditions.

2. The sample lines connected to the reactor and the containment
atmosphere meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A,
GDC 56,

3. The new isolation valves are maintained the same as the
original PCIVs.

fL4-JJJ Provide replacement pressure switches for obsolete pressure
switches in the PSW System.

1. The replacement equipment is qualified to the same level or
higher than the original r4quipment.

2. The operation and power requirements of the replacement
equipment are no different from the original equipment.

3. The replacement equipment exhibits the same performance
characteristics and is subjected to the same surveillance
requirements as the original equipment.
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87-190 Install a temporary HWC System to minimize IGSCC in RRS piping.
Rev 1

1. Fuel inspection and operating experience at sd using HWC,

show no detrimental effects on fuel and core opi ;, son, with
the possible exception of an increase in cladding corrosion.
Additional cladding corrosion does not violate assumptions
relative to fuel material properties and performance in
analyses of transients and DBAs. Low amounts ofinjected
hydrogen do not pose a concern with hydrogen embrittlement of
the fuel clad or structural materials in affected systems.
Hydrogen injection increases area radiation levels and dose
rates. Use of current plant radiation control- practices ensure
10 CFR 20 limits are not exceeded, increased radiation
recuires increasing the setpoints on the Main Steam Line
Raciation Monitors. These setpoints mitigate the consequences
of a CRDA, which is applicable at < 20 percent power. This
does not lead to a safety concern, since the HWC System is
operated only when power levels exceed 30 percent.

Requirements are in place to increase the setpoints within
24 hours of initiating hydrogen injection ard decrease them
within 24 hours after termination of injection. The slight
increase in offgas flow is not a concern, since the increase is
well within the system's design capacity. The possibility of
hydrogen- concentration in .the Offgas System exceeding

.

!5 percent, while injection is in progress, is minimized by the
oxygen injection prior to the recombiner. The oxygen flow is
manually adjusted to maintain a 21-percent oxygen concentration
downstream of the recombiner. . The system provides automatic
isolation of hydrogen should the oxygen concentration fall ;

below S percent and a system alaim oxygen. concentration exceed
30 percent.

2. The installation of hydrogen and oxygen storage tanks, and the
associated- transfer system poses no safety-related concerns,
because the tanks and transfer. system are designed in
accordance with appropriate codes and standards, and
constructed in accordance with acceptcble industry practices.
All storage and gas handling equipment is located in areas
where hydrogen and oxygen assisted fires cannot impact the
operation of safety related equipment.

3. -The connection of piping and storage of_ hydrogen-and oxygen on
-

-site do not affect the operation of--systems required by_' the
Technical Specifications. Changing Main Steam Line Radiation
Monitor setpoints is _ required due to the carryover of Nitrogen ,

16. -The only DBA that takes credit for these setpoints is the
CROA, which is applicable at < 20-percent power. Because
termination of hydrogen injection is required when reactor
power level decreases below 30 percent, the margin of safety is
not reduced.

..
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ML1Af Provide improved cooling to the LPCI System inverter room and the
Rev 2 vital AC rooms.

1. This modification adds a new nonsafety-related Control
Building Chilled Water System that does not adversely impact
any safety related system. Modifications are also being made
to the Control Building Heating, Ventilation, and
Air Conditioning (HVAC) Systemt the nonessential portion of

,

the Instrument Air; and the Demineralized Water System. NONE
of these systems are safety related. Since cooling units are
installed in each room, ventilation air no longer serves a
cooling function; therefore, ventilation rates have been
reduced. However, since batteries are located in each room,
a lower ventilation rate is adequate to prevent hydrogen
accumulation above 2 percent. The required emergency
ventilation rates are not affected by this modification. The
only safety related equipment affected by this modification
is the PSW System, which supplies the existing cooler. The
connections to the PSW System are properly isolated and
blanked to ensure the integrity of the system's pressure
boundary.

2. The modification to the PSW System does not degrade the
system's pressure boundary. The removal of nonsafety related
ductwork does not affect the associated safety related
ductwork supports.

3. The addition of a system and the modification to the
PSW System and chilled water ductwork do not impact the Bases
of the Technical Specifications.

AlJL4D Enhance labeling and demarcation lines for the Analog Transmitter
Rev 1 Trip System (ATTS) panels in the MCR.

1. This modification does not change the function , logic, or
operation of any components. Only the component labels have
been changed to facilitate proper identification.

2. No new modes of failure are introduced, since the change is
only a component labeling replacement,

3. Labeling the affected panels is not addressed in the
Technical Specifications, No functional changes and ro
safety limits or setpoints are affected,

l
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89-119 Allow the site to determine, raise, and lower certain setpoints
associated with the HVAC System to eliminate nuisance MCR alarms
which are due to changing climatic conditions.

1. The alarms serve to alert operators of higher than expected
temperatures. This modification involves no hardware
changest therefore, the design and operation of systems
analyzed in the FSAR are not affected by changing alarm
setpoints. ;

2. The ' temperature alarms do not alert operators to gradual
changes in tooling system efficiency. This function is
performed during maintenance and equipment surveillance
procedure activities. A new operating )rocedure requires
engineering review to detect gradual c1anges in cooling
system. efficiency.

3. The affected alarm setpoints- are not addressed in the
-Technical -specifications. Indicator surveillance, not Alarm
response, is used to ensure compliance.

,

89-124- Replace the Polychlorinated Biphenyl transformer fluids in the
non Class- IE transformers and switchgear with a suitable-
substitute.

1. This . modification requires i suitable alternate power source
to supply the affected loads. _ The properties of the
retrofill fluids have been reviewed and the appropriate
derating analysis performed to ensure the modified station
auxiliary supplies provido adequate, reliable power and
handle the current load. No system operation invo'ived in any
FSAR accident scenarios is adversely affected.

2. This modification does not cause a loss cf power to any of
the affected systems. The thermal, dielectric, and fire
hazard characteristics of the replacement fluids have been
reviewed and found to be acceptable. Unison's solvent fluid
TF-1 will be used during the retrofill process. At a later
date, silicone liquid will be used as the permanent fluid.

3. The transformers affected by this change are not safety
related. No system operation or response.is affected, and no
allowable limit or failure point of any equipment important
to safety is altered.

,
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89 136 Decrease the Intermediate Range Ne: ' ron Monitoring System's
upscale alarm / rod block setpoint to allow the operator more time
'o respond prior to reaching the upscale trip setpoint.

1. The modified setpoint is in the conservative direction and
reduces the likelihod of a scram occurring at low power
levels. The lower setpoint initiates a rod block sooner than
the higher setpoint and requires the operator to adjust the
range before the scram setpoint is reached.

2. Reducing the subject setpoint causes the RMCS to block rod
withdrawal sooner than the previous setpoint and does not
inhibit the reactor being taken from startup to the Run mode.

3. Altering the setpoint in the conservative direction reduces
the operating margint however, the margin of safety as
definto in the Technical Specifications is not affected.

elm Change the setpoints on the air flow switches for the Diesel
Rev 1 Generator Building HVAC System to agree with field measurements,

allowing one exhaust fan to operate when only one exhaust fan is
necessary.

1. The system has not been operating as designed. Changing the
air flow setpoints allows the system to function as designed.

2. The system's function and operational requirements are not
affected by this change.

3. The safety related function of the exhaust fans is not
affected; therefore, the margin of safety is not reduced.

89-180 Upgrade or replace the components necessary to increase the design
pressure for the RHR System pump seal coolers to 185 psig.

1. The replacement seal coolers are of the same size, type, and
design as the original coolers. The only difference is the
replacement coolers use a stronger shell material that can
better withstand the expected maximum PSW System pressures. ,

2. The function and operation of the RHR and PSW Systems are not
affected by this modification. The seal coolers perform a
passive function by cooling the seal water to the RHR

| System pumps but do not provide any control function.

3. The seal coolers are not addressed in the Technical
Specifications. The replacement coolers have the same design
and perform the same function as the original coolers.
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L 89r250 Enhance the reliability of the air start accumulator check valves
i Rev 1 for the emergency DGs by replacing the existing check valves with

soft seat check valves and providing a means of performing 151
~

,

l e k testing.

1. This _ modification provides testing capabilities without 4

c altering the design intent or system operation, and meets
i Seismic Category I requirements.

| 2. The capability to leak test the new valves ensures the
affected equipment functions as designad, The original ,

system design criteria and function remain unchanged. .

3. The added testing capability improves system reliability..

The margin of safety is not reduced, since system operation
and function remain unchanged.

'

SI-El Ensure replacement fuses outside the MCR are adequate for the-
intended design function. Standardize, replace, and upgrade the,

: fuses, as necessary, while centralizing fuse design requirements
in a master fuse list.

1. The replacement fuses provide the same functions of circuit
protection, coordination, fault protection, inrush current
consideration, and load protection as the original fuses.
Consolidating and standardizing fuse- design requirements
enhance the reliability of the affected. system by ensuring
the operability of the circuit / equipment protection
functions.

:-

2. Each fuse replacement -is' evaluated separately. A fuse jumper
kit used, as needed,. to ensure circuit continuity. The
replacement fuses have no impact on tho -seismic
qualifications of any affected equipment, because the new
fuses. are similar in construction, size, and weight to.the
original fuses. The replacement-fuses are also qualified to
the applicable Class IE requiraments - including harsh
environments, when required.

L- 3. The replacement fuses provice equal or improved
j circuit / equipment' protection when compared to the. original

fuses. Therefore, the margin of safety is unaffected by this
modification.

>
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89-276- Provide - additional support for the conduit that houses the cable
_ servicing the:1evel element on the "B" Scram Discharge Volume,

1. The. addition of a Seismic Category I hanger provides
enhanced support which ensures conduit integrity during a

,

sehmic event.- |

. 2. There is no physical interference between the support and
operational components in the local area. ;

3. This modification maintains the margin of safety by enhancing
conduit support.

,

90-003 Modify the piping to the MSIV trip switches which acthate on low
condenser vacuum so the "A" and "B" channels ar4 separate and
independent.

1. This modification improves system reliability by climinating
a source of an inadvertent safety system challe.nge and
subsequent reactor scram. The mode of operation and. failure
of the affected switches remain unchanged.

2. .The in-line safety-related instruments operate as before.
The- logic and failure modes of the affected equipment main
unchangad.

3. This modification does not change any isolation logic
described in the Techntcal Specifications.

10.021 Install a temporary zinc injection system to reduce radiation
buildup on reacta: coolant piping and components. The system is
required 'due to the replacement of Admiralty Brass condenser
tubes -(which previously supplied the desired quantities of zine) ,

withL titanium tubes. The temporary' system will be removed when-a
.

Lpermanent_ system can be obtained.

1. The' operas 1 app 1_icable _ safety limits of equipment-
important to , . / are not affected by the installation of a
temporary zinc injection system.-

2.- The function and operation of the Condensate and Feedwater
Systems are _not affected by this noodification.

3. Tbe margin of ' safety as defined in the- Technical
s Specifications is not reduced, since zinc'does' not influence:

-reactor. operating characteristics or variables.'

,
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10 912 Provide a means of continuously monitor and record zinc
concent e t tions in the reacter coolant by installing ton
chromatographs to monitor feedwater and reactor coolant.

1. Installing ion chromatographs does not alter the function or
operation of any equipment important to safety.

2. Adding ion chromatographs to the sampling system does not
affect the operation or function of any other equipment.

3. Adding ion chromatographs does not affect the margin of
safety as defined in the Technical Specifications,

90-123 Remove snubbers that are not essential for maintaining Seismic
Category 1 qus!ifications from the DG exhaust piping.

1. Igevd of the subject snubbers from the DG exhaust piping
was ev31 hated for dynamic loading and found unnecessary in
regard to eceti q Seismic Category I qualifications.

2. Renioval of the subject snubbers does not alter the function,
operation, or response of the DGs.

3. The subject snubbers are not addressed in the Technical
Specifications.

154 Modi fy the logic for the emergency DGs to reduce the time delay
from DG start to closure of the output breaker.

1. This modification adjusts the undervoltage relays so the
total time period from the auto-start signal to the
energization of the emergency buses is s 12 seconds. This is
accomplished by changing the time delay of the relay from
7 secondr to < l.1 seconds after the DG has reached its rated,

speed and voltage. This modification conforms to FSAR
requirements and ensures the assumptions used in the accident
analyses are met.

2. No new equipment is added by this modification. The existing
equipment was evaluated and found capable of operating with
faster energization of the busses.

3. A time limit for the energizaticn of the emergency busses is
currently not addressed in the Technical Specifications.
However, a revision request has been submitted to include a
total time period from DG auto-start to energization of the
emergency busses s 12 seconds. The addition of this

i specification is consistent with the Standard Technical
Specifications presented in Generic Letter 84-15.
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UNIT 1 TEST OR EXPERIMENT REQUESTS

9_0-001 Provide data to analyze the station service fast transfer logic by
time testing the supply air circuit breakers for the 4160-V
emergency busses.

1. The breaker testing was performed during cold shutdown
conditions with provisions for keeping the emergency diesels
available for automatic operation during the testing. The
testing did not affect safety-related equipment which is
required by a design basis accident analysis,

2. Breaknr testing does not alter the system logic or operation
of equipment important to safety.

3. Breaker testing does not affect the operability or
reliability of any system; therefore, the margin of safety is
not affected.

90-002 Determine the effects of electrical system variations on the
resonant torsional response of the turbine,

1. The probability of the occurrence of a turbine failure has
been analyzed in the FSAR. Resonant torsional vibration
testing is not specifically addressed; however, the analysis
of a turbine overspeed condition up to 177 percent is
addressed. This test results in an overspeed condition of
107 percent (which is itss than the mechanical overspeed trip
of 108 percent), backup overspeed trip of 111.5 percent, and
the design overspeed of 127 percent. Thus, the design
analyses are maintained.

2. Accidents and malfunctions resulting from turbine overspeed
are evaluat the FSAR.

3. Performancu of this test does not affect any limitations
defined in the Technical Specifications.
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. Sh.D.QA -Determine the overail performance characteristics of the:retubed
Main-Condenser and the cooling towers,

l .; Installation of ".emporary test and monitoring equipment on
systems not im)oriant to safety has no affect on the analysis
performed in tle-ISAR.

2. Discharge control of the RHRSW and PSW Systems does not-
affect equipment important to safety, because control is
performed in accordance with existing, approved plant
procedures.

;

3. Performance of this test and control of associated systems
,

do not affect the margin of safety, since all controls and
operation of equipment important to safety are performed in
'accordance with existing, approved plant procedures,

j!Q-0.02 Determine how various flowrates affeet ;the temperature and
humidity in the Technical Support Center HVAC System.

1. The Technical Support Center is- not a safety-related
structure and does not affect- any accicent scenario

-previously evaluated in the FSAR.

2. -Determining the effects of various flowrates - on the
temperature and humidity control system does not alter any1 of
the accident scenarios- previously evaluated in the- FSAR.

3. . Environmental control for the Technical Support Center is not
addressed-in the Technical Specifications.

!

!

!'
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L 12-@g . Perform a radiation survey to determine changes in dose. rate for a
given rate of hydrogen injection.

.

1. Fuel inspection and operating experience at sites using HWC
show no detrimental effects on fuel and core operation, with
the possible exception of an increase in cladding corrosion.
Additional cladding corrosion does not violate assumptions
relative to fuel material properties and performance in
analyses of transients and DBAs. Low amounts of injected ,

hydrogen do not' pose a concern with hydrogen embrittlement of
the fuel clad or structural materials in the affect systems.
Hydrogen injection does increase area radiation levels and
dose rates. Use of current plant radiation control practices
ensures 10 CFR 20 limits are not exceeded. Increased.
radiation requires setpoints on the Main Steam Line Radiation
Monitors be increased. These setpoints mitigate the
consequences of a CRDA which is applicable at < 20 percent
power per the. FSAR. This does not lead to any safety
concern,- since the HWC System is operated only when power
levels exceed 30 percent.

Requirements e a in place to increase the setpoints within
24 hours of initiating hydrogen injection and decrease them-
within 24 hours after termination of injection. The slight
increase ~ 'in offgas flow is not a concern, since the increase
is well within the RRS design capacity. The possibility of
hydrogen concentration in the Offgas System -exceedingx
5 percent,. while injection is in progress, is minimized-by
the- oxygen injection prior to the recombiner. The oxygen
flow . is manually adjusted to maintain - a 21-percent
oxygen concentration downstream of the recombiner.- The
system provides automatic isolation of hydroger, should the
oxygen -concentration fall below 5 ' percent _and a system alarm
oxygen concentration exceed 30 percent.

-2. Installation of hydrogen and oxygen storage tanks, and the-
-associated transfer system poses no safety-related concerns,_
since they are designed in accordance with' the appropriate
codes and standards and constructed in accordance with'

acceptable industry practices. All storage _and gas handling.
equipn.ent is located in areas -where hydrogen- and
oxygen assisted ' fires cannot impact the operation of
safety-related equipment.

.3. The connection of piping and the storage of hydrogen and
oxygen on site- does not affect-the operation of systems--
required by the Technical Specifications. Changing Main-

| Steam Line Radiation-Monitor setpoints is required due to_the
carryover of Nitrogen 16. The only DBA'that takes credit for
these setpoints is the CRDA, which is applicable at
c 20-percent power. Because termination of hydrogen
injection is_ required when reactor power . level decreases

_

below 30 percent, the margin of safety is not reduced.
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UNIT 2 TEST OR EXPERIMENT REQUESTS

90-003 Determine the overall performance characteristics of the Main
Condenser retubed with titanium tubes.

1. - Installation of_ temporary test and monitoring equipment on
systems not important to safety has no affect on the analysis
performed in the FSAR.

2. . Discharge control of the RHRSW and PSW Systems does not
affect equipment important to safety, since control is
performed in accordance with existing, approved plant
procedures.

3. Performance of this test and control of associated systems
do not affect the margin of safety, since all controls and

-operation _of equipment important to safety are performed in
accordance with-existing, approved p1 ant procedures.

-90-004- Determine the overall performance characteristics of the retubed
Main Condenser and the cooling towers.

1. Installation of ts 90rary test and monitoring equipment on
systems not import 2nt to safety has no affect on the analysis-'

performed in the FSAR.
'

2. Discharge control of the RHRSW and PSW Systems does not -

affect equipment 'important to safety, since control is
performed in accordance with existing, approved plant
procedures.

3. Performance of this test and control of associated systems
do not affect the margin- .of safety, since all controls and
operation of equipment importent to safety are performed in
accordance with existing, approved plant procedures.

.
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90-005- Determine whether the impact of blower surveillance on the inboard i

flow meters for the MSIV= Leakage Control System can be reduced by
installing a bypass line parallel to the flow meters ..

Using '.the bypass line renders the inboard )ortion of the MSIV.'
..

Leakage Control System inoperative for tie duration of the
test. This does not affect the accident analyses in the
FSAR, since the - applicable Technical Specifications
requirements are complied with.

2. Using -the bypass line does not affect the functicn of any |
other equipment important to safety. Use of the bypass line '

ray reduce the impact of repeated surges on the flow meters
during blower -surveillance.

3. By maintaining compliance with the applicable Technical !
Specifications, the margin of safety is not reduced.

!90-006 Determine whether uniform trip settings for long-time band and
starting ' current may be used for the GE and Reliance motors for
the cooling tower fans.

1. Adjusting -.long-time band and starting current settir,1,s for
the cooling tower fan motors (equipment not important to

"

safety) does not affect any accident analyses in the FSAR.-

2. The affected' equipment has no function in any FSAR accident i
analyses. ;

,

3.- Long-time band and starting current settings for the cooling-
tower fan motors are not addressed in the Technical

-Specifications,

t

-

'
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DATA TABULATIONS AND UNIOVE REP 0kTlHG REQQllEMENTS

OCCUPAT10NAL PERSONNEL RADIATION EXPOSURE
FOR 1990

This section has been compiled to satisfy the requirement of the Edwin
I. Hatch Nuclear Plent _ Unit I and Unit 2 Technical Specifications,
Section 6.9.1.5 and assure _ compliance with the Code of Federal
Regulations, as set forth in pertinent sections of Title 10.
Meaningful _ information relative to the degree and circumstances of all
exposure -of personnel at this facility has been provided. An
indication of the effectiveness of the plant radiation program may be
inferred from-the large number of individuals exhibiting no measurable
exposure or minimal dose.

The time period covered by this tabulation extended from January 1,
1990 through December 31, 1990. All monitored personnel were included
in- the summary specified in 10 CFR 20.407.(a)(2). Individual
exposures, as indicated by sel f-reading pocket ion chambers, were

-recorded daily with the use of an ALARA Computer System. These
. exposures.. ere tabulated and printed in hard copy on a weekly-basis,'

w
-

and when required, the difference between these readings and the most
re.strictive exposure 1.imit was-provided.- The corresponding ion chamber

-results, recorded on._the dosimetry files, were supplanted by more
= accurate' thermoluminescent dosimeter (TLD) measurements made over e
period of approximately 1 month, as the data became available from a
vendor.

Each person listed in the dosimetry disc files was assigned a--usual-job
category . based on his/her daily activities. The six job categories of
this nature are identified in the following table. Running totals of
acquired doses in each category were maintained in each person's
dosimetry file. Every dosimeter reading was added and retained for
individual exposure records, and was' included in the total representing
the cumulative dose in the appropriate job category.

The;-implicit assumption involved in this method of accounting for
exposure in different tasks- is that all exposure acquired in job
categories other than the usual will be documented by a Radiation Work-

. Permit. This circumstance should prevail'in all significant cases.

Further delineation of the number of persons -and-amount of exposure by
various personnel categories is indicated.by the standard reporting.
format of Regulatory Guide 1.16. Each personnel dosimetry disc file
contains-the personnel category information required to accomplish this-

completion; The individual running dose totals for each job were used
by the ALARA Computer to determine-the number of' man-rem indicated in-
each group. Backup files were maintained. Hard-copy records printed
by the ALARA Computer were also maintained.

,
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By use of the ALARA Computer System, dosimetry information was
compiled, retained, and tabulated to satisfy the pertinent federal
Regulations and Plant Technical Specifications. The system was
organized to provide this infr mation in the format specified by these
requirements and the suggestions of the Regulatory Guides,

c
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GOERGIA POWER COMPANY - NUCLEAR GENERATIONPLANT E. I . HATCH
P.O. BOX 439
BAXLEY, GA $1513

.................................. ........___......
LICENSE: DPR-57
LICENSE HPF- 5

REGULATORY GUIDE 1.16 INFORMATION
END OF YEAR REPORT 1990

& PERSONNEL (>100 MREM) TOTAL MAN-REMWORK & JOB FUNCTION ST. .............__................... ATION UTI LITY CONTRCT STATION UTI LITY CONTRCT...........--....-...- ... ._.......--........
ROnctor Operations & Surveillance

Maintenance & Construction 84 0 280 40.382 .181 88.958Operations 57 0 1 25.235 .069 .220Health P ysics & Mb 44 1 34 26.657 .289 14.202Supervis W & Office Staff 48 2 2 12.106 1.497 1.658Engineer ng Staff 2 15 6.223..........______. ................. 16....__.. ____....-............_.833 5.497
_. ..........

Routane Plant Maintenance
Maantenance & Construction 122 1 437 47.815 .628 162.741Operations 17 1 0 8.185 .217 .003Health P vsics & Iab 39 0 66 26.299 .072- 28.274Supervis W & Office Staff 14 2 5 5.142 .964 1.769Engi 4 23 2.014 .238 9........neer ng Staff........ ...................______....1......... ___........._____. 954..__.

In7enice Inspection
Maintenance & Construction 27 0 343 13.342 .137 141.367Operations 0 0 0 .054 0.000 .003Health P vsics & Mb 8 0 16 7.942 .021 7.447Sup rvis W & Office Staff 4 0 1 1.781 .063 .687...S!_In**E02_St*!!.....____________2E

_______g______ 3___1;9gg,,,,;g5{,,,6;5{81
,_

Spicial Plant Maintenance
Mnantenance & Construction 118 4 710 57.906 3.750 347.326Operations 51 0 0 22.102 .076 .031H;alth Physics & bab 31 5 88 17.612 1.862 48.110Supervisory & Office Staff 19 9 14 6.952 6.930 7.789Engineering Staff 3 61 7.174 1..............______..__.......-_ --_19_..____________.........__.....453 28.910

..-_........
WOcte Processing

. Maintenance & Construction 20 0 223 7.712 .137 58.804Operations 1 0 0 .197 0.000 .003Health P ysics & Lab 9 0 16 4.280 .021 5.917Supervis ry & Office Staff 2 0 1 .760 .063 .969Engineer ng Staff 0 5 .477 .05.._......--_.......--....--. -....--.1. _................----....... 7 1.331
........__.

R3 fueling
Maintenance & Construction 14- 0 301 4.966 .137 94.099Operations 9 0 0 2.831 .046 .003Health Physics & Lab 3 0 15 1.884 .021 5.399Supp.rvisory & Office Staff 4 0 4 1.004 .094 1.693Engineerin 1 8 .406 .057 3.80.............g Staff........._

--... ...-...----... 0....................._... ... ._.9Totnts ..

Maintenance & Construction 385 5 2294 172.123 4.970 893.295Operations 135 1 1 58.604 .406 .262Health Physics & Lab 134 6 235 84.674 2.288 109.348. Supervisory & Office Staff 91 13 27 27.745 9.612 14.564Engineering Staff 43.... __... ..... .__-_. ......-__.------..6 129 18.284 2.694 56.079
Grcnd Totals 788 31 2686 361.430 19.972 1073.5;

.... _..-_-_.- ..--........_____

Total: 1454.952 Rem
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_ _ ._ .. - . _ _ . . _ . .-

n-

. = - . . . . . . .
-

~ 3113 ; PM : ; TUE. ,-- . 8 JAN., 1991- GOorgia Powar-Company : Plant Hatch- Paga

summary _of personnel monitoring ending Dec'31, 1990

GOERGIA POWER COMPANY - NUC1 EAR. GENERATIONPLANT-E.I. HATCH
P.O. BOX 439,

BAXLEY,-GA $1513

DPR-57 *

NPF- 5

. . . _ - _ _ . . . . - - _ _ _ . . _ _ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ - . . . . . . . . - - - _ . . . - _ - _ - . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . .
Estimated whole body exposure range Nud er of *

(rams) individuals in
< .. _______.. ................-_ ..... ____-..________._---- each range

--- .... ....______.

No measurable = exposure .............................. 1160.-

Measurable exposure less=than 0.1 .................. 829
0.1 to:0.25 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-. . 492-
O.25 to 0.5 .~.................................-...... 438-

'

0.5.to 0.75 '

315-.........................................
0.75Ltoc1.0= '

317........................................
1.0 to 2.0- .......................................... 484

3 2.0-to13.0 '

22...........................................
-3.0 to 4.0. .......................................... 4

4.0 to'5.0 ........................................... 1
5.0 to 6.0- ........................................... 0
6.0 to 7.0 ........................................... 0
7 '. 0 L .to B . 01 .......................................... 0
8.0-to 9.0 .......................................... O i

9.0 to 10.0- '

~0
-

= . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -
' i-

10.0 to 11'.0y ..........-............................. 0
11.0 to.-12.0 ........................................ 0,

12 +~ ................................................. 0

_.._____.. __.....__--.._____ -----..____________..--... -_____..____... _- . __
.

Total number rf personel monitored. .4062

"1Thic report is submitted in accordance-with paragraph (a) (2) of 10CFR20.407---

-

1
,

. .

l-

!
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REACTOR COOLANT CHEMISTRY

Tabulations of values of steam jet air ejector isotopics and reactor
coolant parameters taken on a monthly basis, as required by Section
4.6.F.1 of the Unit 1 Technical Specifications, are found in the
following tables. Although not required, Unit 2 values are also shown.
Isotopic values listed as "0" are less than the low-level density limit
of the counting system.

<

|

000214
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Unit I
1990

SJAE Isotoolcs
UC1/SEC

DATE 1990 IMRT IXe-133 IXe-135 I Xe-138 IKr-85m IKr-87 IKr-88 I 46'
| -| -I - | _____ l --. I z...]________l__

.....

Jan. I 12436 11.15E2 14.25E2 14.07E3 19.18E1 14.11E2 13.00E2 15.4 2E3
| | -- - -- | --| -_ __| _ _ ! __| ____|_________

-

Feb. 5 12436 11.39E2 15.53E2 16.78E3 11.16E2 16.46E2 13.75E2 18.61E3
-- __ | | --| | _ _l_ ____.i |_______.l_ ._____

.

Mar. 5 10 10.00E0 10.00E0 10.00E0 10.00E0 10.00E0 10.00E0 10.00E0
] -1- -|_ | -I __ .l ___|________l_______.. _

Apr. 2 10 10.COE0 10.00E0 10.00E0 10.00E0 10.00E0 10.00E0 10.00E0
| | ____. I -. | - _ _ __ l -- _.__ l .__. | - __ I

_-_____.
____

May 7 10 10.00E0 10.00E0 10.00E0 10.00E0 10.00E0 10.00E0 10.00E0
-l 1 -l -- | _-| --| .._| ____l _ _ .

_

Jun. 4 10 10.00E0 10.00E0 10.00E0 10.00E0 10.00E0 10.00E0 10.00E0
| | -l -l _ __ | ____| | _ ___ _|_ - _ _ _

____

Jul. 2 12436 17.60E0 11.05E2 12.93E3 12.53E1 12.25E2 19.35El 13.39E3
| | __I | -__| __| ___ l - _ ___ | -

_
_____

Aug 6 12436 19.01E0 11.34E2 13.70E3 12.85El 12.64E2 11.05E2 14.24E3
-l_ | _l l________| ____| ___| ____i...____

___

Sep. 3 12436 18.20E0 11.23E2 13.81E3 12.05El 12.73E2 11.07E2 14.35E3
-| | | __ l __ __ | ___ | ___| ____|___.

_____

Oct. 1 12436 ll.21El 11.34E2 13.46E3 12.40E1 12.61E2 11.01E2 13.99E3
| | -- | |- -l -_| -- | | _ ______

Nov. 5 12436 19.76E0 ll.18E2 13.16E3 12.49El 12.14E2 19.37El 13.62E3
-| | -| | ..- j -| --| _ __ I_ ______

Dec. 3 12435 18.74E0 ll.24E2 13.12E3 12.56El 12.20E2 l9.15El 13.59E3
-| | l | _ _. - |- - |__ _ __ |- -__ |___ ___ .

_

REACTOR CHEMIS7RY

IODIRES UC1/ml
DATE 1999 IMWr II-131 11-132 II-133 II-134 II-135 IDEI-131

; _| _|- |__ _ ___| ___|____ -|______
Jan. 1 12436 19.44E-4 ll.64E-2 15.06E-3 12.28E-2 19.09E-3 14.05E-3

I -|_____ _ | |________l. l .- ___| _____ _ _______-

! Feb. 5 12436 11.36E-3 12.49E-2 18.21E-3 13. 36E-2 11.50E-2 16.30E-3
| | _| |__ _ ___| __ _ | -- __.l___.._______-

Mar. 5 10 10.00E+0 10.00E+0 10.00E+0 10.00E+0 10.00E+0 10.00E+0
|- -| | | ___l_______| _ -- _|_____-

__

Apr. 2 10 10.00E+0 10.00E+0 10.00E+0 10.00E+0 10.00E+0 10.00E+0
_i .] |_ l._______l_ _l_ ___l.__________

May 7 |0 10.00E+0 10.00E+0 10.00E+0 10.00E+0 10.00E+0 10.00E+0
| _j .| j .. _ ]___ . | ____ I _____

Jun. 4 iO 10.00E+0 10.00E+0 10.00E+0 10.00E+0 10.00E+0 10.00E+0
_| - | __ -| |____ _ _| ______ ) |--

-

Jul. 2 12436 11.01E-4 15.11E-3 18.62E-4 |1.28E-2 15.23E-3 I I .17E-3
_| _ _| _| l ._._| - ] ___ | _ _ - _ _

Aug. 6 12436 15.71E-5 13. 23E-3 11.21E-3 11.24E-2 13. 35E-3 19.91E-4,

| | |________I |________|_______.I _I__ ____

| Sep. 3 12436 14.59E-5 12.4BE-3 15.11E-4 19.98E-3 12.26E-3 16.32E-4
|

.I . l _. _I |______ .|________| _ _.-_|_ __. ___

oct. I 12436 13.67E-5 12.35E-3 18.86E-4 19.21E-3 12.20E-3 17.01E-4
I _ | ---. . l _ _ |________l___ |___- -_l ____ ____.

Nov. 5 |2436 3.33E-5 2.03E-3 7.40E-4 17.99E-3 12.02E-3 16.11E-4
__ ! .| - | __

-

. .
___

Dec. 3 12435 14.00E-5 11.54E-3 17.4?d-4 16.06E-3 12.06E-3 15.73E-4
_| | | |________|_ l _______I______________
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C ' 't C
Unit II

1990-
SJAE IsotoDies

UC1/SEC

DATE-1990 1MWT IXe-133 1Xe-135 iXe-138 - IKr-85m (Kr-87 I 6-| _|- | __ - | _ _ ___| _ _ _| _ _ _..iKr-88| _ ____ | __(__ ________.

Jan. 2 _ |2436 12.58E0 13.56El 11.07E3 17.04 17.36El 12.76El 11.22E3
1 _|______ |_..__ |____E0

.

___.__|- _|- ..| ~. .| __ .__.Feb. 6- 12436 12.24E0- 14.02E1 11.14E3 18.50E0 17
-| .._ j - |_. -l _ . p ._..|

80E1 12.68E1 11.30E3___

... I _ ___ I_________Mar. 6 12434 |2.76E0 13.97El- 11.08E3 17.89E0 16.83E1 12.94E1 11.22E3
i _j- -|- |___... ] ._l .__.l____ _ l ______Apr. 3 12436 15.10E0 17.14E1 11.5BE3 il.17El 11.12E2 14.63E1 11.83E3c

.| _..c|___ _ )._ _ __|________|____ _ l_. _.l.__ .. |____ ___

__

May 8 12436 13.76E0 14.91El 11.1SE3 19.27E0 18.41El 13.37El 11.36E3
.| ) _____ | --

| _ .__ l ___. l .__ ___ l _ ..._ | ____ .

___

Jun. 5 12436 |3.36E0 14.84E1 11.21E3 11.03E1 18.07El 12.95El 11.38E3.. _ .) - | ______ | ____ | _ .. ] -.___ I ___ __. I ____ l .___ _Jul. 3 12433'
-|- .l - | _ -_ _. 1 - . I - ___ | --._ . I __ ____ _
14.43E0 : 14.63E1 11.36E3 19.62E0 18.79El 13.84E1 11.55E3- .. __| -

..

Aug. 7 |_ 2436 |3.14E0-14.83E1 11.24E3 11.02E1 -18.31El 13.17El ll.41E3.___ ._____| -| -1- . - l _ _ _ l ___ l .. . l ___ __ | _ __Seo-'4 12436. 14.50E0 16.03E1 _|1.46E3 11.09El 11.05E2 14.69El ll.68E3____ | _- | - - _ i .. .. | _ _ __ _ | _ _ _ . _ | _ __ _ ___ | _ ____ l ___ __ _ _ _
_.

Oct._2 12436 _l2.16EO- 14.06El 11.16E3 11.06El 18.30E1 13.01El 11.32E3| ------ ! -l- l_ ---I --- l ------ l ---- l _-_ -
-- - - - -

Nov. 6 12436 12.89E0 13.99El 11.07E3 19.63E0 17.98E1 12.88E1 11.23E3
| - | ___. | ___|_ _ __ l l_ ._____| _______| _ _ __

.

Dec. 4 12436 13.35E0 14.83E1 11.08E3 18.57E0 17.42E1 13.15El 11.25E3_| .| - | -- - _| __ | _ | ___.. | _____.1 -
____

REACTOR CHEMISTRY

IODINES uC1/ml
DATE 1990-- IMWP II-131 lI-132 =iI-133 II-134 II-135 lDEI-131

_| j. | | l . .____ _ | _____ _ _ i _
____

- . __
Jan. 2 12436- | 2.53E-5 11.55E-3_15.71E-4 14. 47E-3 11.50E-3 14. 37E-4.) } _| -|- |___ _ l___ _..l. ___ _

Feb' 6 12436 ~l3.33E-5 11.29E-3 15.75E-4 13.80E-3 11.34E-3 14.12E-4
,

.

.| .)__ .1- -l - -_ . | ____. I _l.__.____
__

~ Mar. 6: 12434 13. 32E-5 ll.72E-3 15.13E-4 14.4 9E-3 11.34E-3 14. 22E-4_]____ ;
. t _ _ .|____ ...I..______| _____.I

__-

-__ .
Apr. 3 12436. 10.00E+0 - l l . 47E-3 14.65E-4 14.02E-3 11.12E-3 13. 40E-4
___________ | - __ ; ._ |_ . | _____ | _ ___ l _ __ | ___._4 ' May - 8 |2436 13.00E-5 11.25E-3 14.45E-4 13.35E-3 11.18E-3 13.51E-4_

_- | 1 | _ | ___ | ____ l - _ _ | ___
.

'Jun. ' 5 12436 10.00E+0 ll.38E-3 11.56E-4 13.40E-3 11.11E-3 12.42E-4
._

o
| _i_ .|. | | _ __l ___.|_ .l._ __ _ .".

Jul. 3 12433 13.72E-5 11.24E-3 14.11E-4 13.06E-3 11.08E-3 13.35E-4
-| l.

. | ___| _ ___|_ _. l _ | _____ __ _
.

. Aug. 7 12436 12.07E-5 11.02E-3 13.82E-4 12.83E-3 11.03E-3 12.95E-4
_|- | 1 .| - __|__ l ___| _ ________; Sep. 4 12436 11.26E-5 l8.54E-4 |2.87E-4 12.96E-3-|7.99E-4 |2.38E-4
__| |___ | _|______ l___ . l __ _ __ _ | _ -___ . _ _L oct. 2 ' 12436 11.39E-5 -19.59E-4 11.96E-4 12.85E-3 19.60E-4 12.30E-4-

_| -- | | _| _______|_ _| _ l _ ___ __ _
Nov. 6 12436 11.62E-5 i6.63E-4 12.19E-4 |2.21E-3 16.04E-4 ll.87E-4

.; | .I___ ____ _ _
___

Dec. 4 '2436 7.55E-6 |3.58E-4 1.13E-4 1.29E-3 '3.17E-4 19.93E-5.j_- | | _|____ ___|__ _ ___l_ -

.I ____ ..
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